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Codegrip commissioned a survey of 1000+ tech
enthusiasts including CTOs, CEOs, Tech Lead and Senior
Developers from throughout the world to understand
the state of code quality and benchmark best practices.
While there were companies of different sizes ranging
from startups to Fortune 500 that participated, some of
the noteworthy companies that participated are Oracle,
Github, AMD, etc.
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Quick Key Findings

We found that 84% of the companies have a defined code review
process in place. Out of these, 36% of the companies said that
Code Reviews are the best way to improve code quality. 26% of
the companies believed Integration testing to be the best way to
improve code quality and the same results were seen for Unit
testing.
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36% of the companies said that code reviews
are the best way to improve code quality
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More than half (57%) of the companies said that they perform
tool-based code review or used a combination of tool, ad-hoc,
meeting, instant and or IDE based code review methods.

2 - 5
Hours

Weekly
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Majority of the comapnies
spend atleast 2 - 5 hours
weekly on Code Reviews.



Looking at the growing competition 67% of the companies that
currently do not perform code review said that they want to
implement code review as a process in their company. Out of the
same group of companies, 37% of them reported the lack of
manpower as the number one obstruction to implementing code
review in their company. Companies with outsourced
development teams reported a lack of knowledge to perform
code reviews to be the obstructing factor towards code reviews.

Overall trends show more and more companies including
automated code reviews as a part of the code review process. On
the other hand, there is a small percentage of companies that still
have not made code reviews a part of their software
development cycle.
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On the surface, while the stats seem encouraging a change
in the sample type presents another picture altogether. For
companies that had smaller teams, code review was in place
for less than 50%. This means that smaller teams are far
more casual on code quality than the large ones.
Additionally out of the 84% only 35% felt that they had an
effective code review process while rest mentioned that
they felt a need to improve it. 

Companies that had an effective code review process
experienced two major benefits of performing code reviews. 

 
1. Increased client satisfaction due to the availability of code
quality reports and lesser bugs with each sprint. 

 
2. Version updates were easier to implement and more stable
due to lower technical debt.

Reflection

84% of tech companies have a defined code review process
whereas 16% of tech companies still do not have a code
review process in place. 



People responsible for Code Quality in their
companies
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Reflection

Out of the companies that have a code review in place
around 36% of the companies said that code quality is every
developer’s responsibility. While a slightly higher
percentage(38%) was seen for companies where the team
lead is responsible for the code quality. A staggeringly low
percentage of 7% was seen for companies where the CTO or
the CEO was responsible for the same. Companies where
the senior developers are responsible also accounts for only
12%.
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Reflection

The data here shows that 50% of the companies spent 2 - 5
hours weekly on code reviews. 14% of companies spent 5 -
10 hours and the same was true for companies that spent
10+ hours. Up to 22% of companies spent less than 2 hours
weekly on code review. Lag of time or ability to measure the
utilization of the time spent on code quality was felt by most
companies that were investing less time on code quality.
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The most important thing to improve code
quality in a company

36% of the companies believe code reviews to be the best
way to improve the code quality of a project. Integration
testing and unit testing each were considered the best way
to improve code quality by 26% of the companies.
Companies also stated that code review should be made an
important part of the software development life cycle.
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Our survey showed that 71% of companies preferred
manual code reviews over automated code reviews. The
primary reason for their inclination towards manual code
reviews was the unfamiliarity towards automated tools. 25%
favored a combination of manual and automated code
reviews while 4% of the companies stated using only
automated tools for code review

Manual
71%

Automated
29%

The popular code review method
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The data showed that 53% of companies have never used
an automated code review tool. Only 27% reported actively
using a code review tool and 20% of the companies claimed
to be transitioning into using automated code review tools
as a part of their process.

No
53%

Yes
47%

People who have used an automated code
review tool
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From the data collected, we noticed that the number one
obstruction to implementing code review in companies is
lack of manpower as reported by 37% of the companies.
27% of the companies reported workload to be the number
one obstruction. Time restriction was surprisingly voted as
the number one obstruction by approximately only 8% of
the companies and similar results were seen for lack of the
importance of code reviews. With lack of motivation being
voted by 18% of the companies
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Number one obstruction to implementing code
reviews
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It is seen that the majority of the larger companies have
a proper code review process in place. On the other
hand of the spectrum, most smaller companies (defined
by employees size) did not have a code review in place.

With the popularity of automated code review tools, we
have seen an increase in the number of companies
embracing automation as a part of their code review
process.

www.codegrip.tech

FINAL THOUGHTS

When it came to time spent on code review the
majority of companies spent 2-5 hours weekly on code
review.

Most companies recommended using a combination of
code reviews, integration testing, and unit testing to
nurture the overall quality of their product.

If you would like to get your opinion noted you can
participate in the next iteration of the survey here.

https://forms.gle/neFQza2vciN8kVSEA

